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The dkiccsan HumanLife Commission has taken on
I n extremely difficult and grave task In trying to j e t
the public behind the Hatch Human Life Amendment
which would curb the, number of abortions in the
United States.
• - - ' - •
Just trying to reach effectively the public on any
issue is a job. In the case of the Hatch Amendment it is
aHomericundertaking.
First, getting any amendment to, the Constitution passed is difficult; our founding fathers meant

it that way. First two thirds of the Congress must
approve and then three quarters of the states must pass
it.
The Hatch Amendment, it must be admitted, makes
the job even; harder. Many Americans support
abortion; others do not recognize the gravity of the
situation. T6 complicate the matter further, many antiabortionists see Hatch as a sellout in that it doesn't
seek to ban abortion outright. These people feel that
there can be no compromise with morality.
The proponents of Hatch, however, arid these
include oil the national scene the bishops of the United
States and locally Bishop Matthew H. Clark, feel that
the bill for the first time since the infamous Supreme
Court decision of 1973 offers the opportunity to
recapture some sense of sanity by sidestepping that
ruling;
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. Hatch would allow the Congress and/or the states to
put restrictions on abortions. Granted, it is no panacea
and not, even .its sponsor, Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah,
would claim it to be. But it is a way to reduce the
carriage and seems to have at least the ghost of of a
chance of passage — if all pro-lifers would get behind'
it That is the goal of our Human Life Commission.

The commission has scheduled a series of informational meetings on Hatch throughout the
diocese. The Courier-Journal has been and will ;
continue to run the schedule weekly. Actually,
"meeting" is a bland word to describe the sessions —
they are of a life-and-death nature.
Think of it! At the very moment you are reading
this there are thousands of unborn human beings
facing death through abortion. In the future, Hatch, if
passed, will rescue some of these persons.
Last week, Respect Life Sunday, many pastors
devoted homilies or at least mentioned the importance.
of passage of the Hatch Amendment. Some suggested
specific foltow-throughs; others failed to supply wis
necessary ingredient to any exhortation. Pastors must
continue to guide their flocks on this issue either by i
sponsoring an informational meeting or by directing/
their parishioners to such gatherings elsewhere, They
should either, list the schedule in their parish bulletins
or refer people to the weekly account in their diocesan
newspaper.
And once-a-year mention is not much more than lip
service. The bill will be coming to a head in the
Congress this year, possibly this Spring. We all must
mobilize behind our Human Life Commission's
leadership. Lives depend on it!

If it is all that it seems, the new option system of
donating unveiled by die United Way should erase
many of the worries now nettling many potential
contributors.
Basically, the new system provides four options. The
first is not new: contributions go into the general fund
with the money allocated among the 160 member
agencies, according to need.
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The second option provides for donation to the
general fund but United Way will guarantee that if
there is an agency the contributor does not wish to
support, that agency will not receive any portion of the
donor's gift
The third option allows contributors to designate a
donation toa particular agency or agencies.
. The fourth will allow contributors to designate their
gifts to any local health or social service agency,
recognized as such by the Internal Revenue Service
and the state.
Many will be vitally concerned that the United Way
will make unquestionably sure that the negative
designation will be effective in reality, that it is not just
a ploy to placate dissidents. Many good people simply
cannot sleep comfortably if they have any question
that their donnations may be used to abort another
human being.
It is incumbent on the United Way to satisfy the
community conscience on such points.
On the other side of the coin, good citizens must be
aware that the new system may hurt many worthwhile
but less visible agencies — in the inner city, for
example. Already faced with reduced income because
of Reaganomics, many agencies will be depending
more than ever on United Way support If the new
system is approved by the United Way directors,
contributors should be granted the means to exercise
more than just one option. For example, the donor
should be able to pick an agency of his choice but at
the same time contribute to the general fund and use
the negative designation as well.
If this will be in fact made possible by United Way
then it is up to the individual contributors to be good
citizens and donate to- the general fund so that lesser
known public service agencies do not go down the
drain.
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Guidelines
The Courier-Journal welcomes your opinions. Letters
must bear the writer's signature, full address and telephone
number. They should be sent to Opinion, Courier-Journal,
114 S. Union S., Rochester, N.Y. 14607.
'kfl Opinions should be bri% typed, double-spaced, no longer
thani^pages. _ ,. -J
We routinely condeasejetters, edit offensive words and
libelous statements, awl reserve the right to reject letters.
Generally speaking, however, only limited grammatical'
corrections will be made and the letters will reflect the.
writer's own style.
I
Because submitted opinions exceed the space' for letters,
we publish only original letters addressed to us. We will not
use poetry, open letters, or copies of letters sent elsewhere.
To ensure diversity, we limit each writer to one letter per
month.

